
Meeting Held: Wednesday, 26 July 2017

Welcome and safety briefing:

John welcomed everyone to the meeting and led the safety briefing including

emergency evacuation procedure and exits.

Present: Kevin Burrows, Bryan Miller, Jill Stansfield, Trevor Daniel, Leole Malama-

Prasad, Sarah Biddiscombe, Celia Harlen, Leonie Harris, Helen McKernan, Kathy

Spiers, Mayme Chanwai, Sonya Sloan, Barbara Niccol, Sue Emirali, Karyn Crocker,

Suzanne Deadman, Margaret Doogan, Dermot Whelan, Cr Janet Holborow, Beverly

Lucan, Jenny Glen

Apologies: Jan Reid (turned up late), Marie O’Sullivan, Guest Speaker Ian

Cameron, David Swallow, Beverly Chappell, Jaqueline Benndorf, Tristine Tilley,

Bernie Randall

Previously Minutes:

Chair’s Report: John and Jill reported to the strategy and policy committee on

Thursday the 20th of July and the full report is available on the website. The report

was well received. John thanked Claire for all of her hard work and all that she has

done for the OPC often giving up time that definitely doesn’t exist.

On the 17th July John received an email about senior parks which stated that senior

parks are a low priority and no further work will be undertaken until February 2018.

Previous discussions had been very productive and there seemed to be a location

found on Rimu Road.

John approached Helene Judge about reviewing the Expo and Elder Person of the

Year. She is ready to help they which is the good news however she was really quick

in saying she is no position to be organising by herself!   When they get the full

report from the expo John and Sonya will have a meeting with Helene.

They have been invited by Carol Ward who is the co-ordinator of the Ōtaki

community expo notifying they that the next expo is the 16th of September and the

venue for the moment is the Ōtaki memorial hall is been booked however might

change as it is earthquake prone so watch the space.

John has heard from the office for seniors that there is a working group looking at

aging workforce. This group has been established by employees and manufacturers,

Business New Zealand and also includes representatives from across government

including the Commission for Financial Capability.



John has signed up to get reports as that may be very important in terms of strategic

direction of the government and came across something which may be of interest to

the group.

The nutrition foundation has developed a cook for healthy aging programme, a full

practical hands on cooking and nutrition for seniors designed for older people who

want to learn how to cook, find out how to look after themselves properly in terms of

nutrition or just want to rekindle an interest in cooking. The interesting aspect for

John is the office for seniors is providing funding for the development of these

courses. John thinks this would be a great idea to get some of these courses in

Kāpiti. There is also a new website that is not quite up yet called Age Well Eat Well

with a lot of nutritional information for older people.

Guest Speaker Chris Pearce:

The LTP consultation is in April next year so therefore they’re not called

consultations. At this stage they just want peoples thoughts on what they want in 20

years and even less than that.

There are our key outcomes for the district and what they want to be able to do with

this is to identify some mid-term outcomes; almost KPI’s but a bit grander in which

they can aim in the next 3-10 years and from this form what they want to spend the

money on in the future.

At the moment they have been handing out brochures at railway stations and they

have a series of community workshops and an online survey which there have been

150 responses to that.  The survey closes on the 31st of July however the

engagement doesn’t stop there. There are 3 community workshops - one was on

Tuesday 25th of July at Paekākāriki, there is one on Thursday the 27th of July at the

Whiteria campus in Paraparaumu and one on Saturday the 29th of July in Ōtaki at the

Māoriland hub. They will be a free form workshop facilitated by Liana Stupples who

did this in April/May.

An annual plan is in year two and year three of a Long Term Plan and what they do

is an amendment to the Long Term Plan  Essentially the annual plan is making

changes from the first 12 months and putting it back out for consultation and for the

Long Term Plan. It’s good to get larger projects in there and things in the annual plan

is when a project has been differed.

Guest Speaker: Kevin Black

They do a Long Term Plan and two annual plans - the annual plan effectively

delivers year 2 and year 3 of the Long Term Plan. The annual plan isn’t where you

get to put a whole lot of new things that weren’t already signalled through the long

term plan;  if you do then you need to have a completely new conversation with

community again.



On accessibility they are currently running workshops with councillors and staff and

people from the OPC and Grey Power. The Legislation says that there is a point

where if you make a significant change you are going to have consult with the

community.

Councillors have the opportunity to consider in each annual plan process what does

need to change. It will go out to the community as a consultation process for the

annual plan. Sometimes things will come up in those intervening years and council

will consider that is developing the annual plan and will go out to the community and

have a conversation with the community.

Depending on what year of the long term as you go further out the less precise you

have to be in terms of dollars and detail. In the first 3 years you have to have a level

of precision that the council is looking to deliver in its long term plan. It all has an

impact on rates and or borrowings so all requirements need to be clear in the Long

Term Plan upfront.

Cr Janet Holborow:  Janet thinks that it used to be the case where you could just

add things in the annual plan but now we are not in that position anymore because

people don’t want rates to keep going up. It’s a lot tighter than it was.

Elder Person of the Year

Dermot Whelan: It’s been decided to have the 2017 elder person of the year award,

which is co-organised by the OPC and Age Concern, would be cancelled. Last

month Dermot reported that there were 4 nominations and there were 2 others that

he was pretty confident would complete there nominationsl. However in the event

those 2 did not come through, and we also lost one of the 4 applications In the end

there were just three high calibre nominations/applications.

Dermot, Sonya, John and Nick Veltman decided that it wasn’t financial viable, having

already extended the deadline by 2 weeks and they couldn’t do it anymorer so they

decided that it would be appropriate to cancel it and they decided to have it every

second year. This would meanthe OPC could run the Age on the Go Expo one year

and the Elder Person of the Year the next.

Dermot contacted the people who were nominated and explained what the situation

is and also spoke to the 3 people who nominated the nominees and they were all

very understanding of the situation.

Dermot thinks that is a great idea to meet Helene like John has suggested. There

may have been some confusion because when they ran the advertisement same

time as the civic awards that were being talked about and some people spoke to

Dermot and that they were confused as they didn’t know the difference between the

two.

Dermot would like to thank Kathy and the Paraparaumu and Raumati community

board because of funding support.



Age Friendly

Jill Stansfield:

Electra Business Award has a people’s choice component for age friendly

businesses. MSD through the office for seniors is going to be funding this award with

Kapiti Retirement Trust.

Jill attended the digital strategy launch with high school students doing high school

projects. Jill, being a former teacher, was absolutely amazed about was the huge

shift in thinking and awareness of students between the time Jill left teaching and

now.

Jill had done a course in the US in teaching disabled students and used that

approach which worked brilliantly for those people that didn’t make progress, and to

see it coming through in secondary school is absolutely mind blowing.

Round Table: 

John Hayes: John talked about an article from the Manawatu Express and that in

Fielding’s busiest intersection is to undergo safety tests for public safety.  A group of

senior citizens with mobility restrictions lead by Siana Jordan called for pedestrian

crossings to be put in at the roundabout intersecting at Aorangi street and Kimbolton

Road and for senior citizens to come up with the times on the pedestrian crossing

and following discussions with the Manawatu District Council’s roading team, NZTA

have agreed to carry out to tests to see what kind of treatment is necessary to

increase pedestrian safety in the area and they are talking about 186 vehicles

passing in 5 minutes in terms of monitoring. John said it was instructive that NZTA

are willing to entertain looking at at that situation, so it opens a whole lot of

opportunities on Kapiti Road and maybe it is something we can look at the future.

Kevin Burrows:  The candidates for the general election will be held by Grey power

in candidate meetings for both Otaki and Mana candidates. The meetings will be

broadcast by access radio which will get our democracy a wider reach.

Brian Miller:  he is concerned with the mobility scooters and the amount of vehicles

parked on footpaths.  Brian is a resident here he is going to report to the council and

they will do something about it but it does take them a while before they get out to do

it. Brian doesn’t know whether there is an infringement issued and is open to

suggestions

Jill Stansfield: We have a predominant 2 health groups, families and older persons,

which are the  highest for health care needs. Jill has been working with Sue Emirali

trying to get a high amount of signatures on better hospital services in our district.

Trevor Daniel: In Wairau the Women’s Institute have arranged for school children

help to older people in digital things. It taught both groups that the other is alright.



Grey Power is getting involved with the social housing and it is the final report has

gone to the mayor to put in place.

Leole Malama-Prasad: Leole is from internal affairs was invited by Dermot who said

that she might want to get involved in some of the projects. Leole is the community

advisor and her role is with funding and helping some projects.

Sarah Biddiscombe: They will be looking to get some disability awareness

workshops for volunteers in the Kāpiti area to help organisations that work with

people who have disabilities or are an organisation that work with clients who have

disabilities know how to treat them.

Celia Harlen: nil to add

Helen Mckernan: Acknowledged the marvellous help she has received from the

DHB and district health nurses. The day after they were notified they were there for

home help, and she appreciated the assistance she received by getting Taxi chits

because she can’t drive

Kathy Spiers: The Kāpiti Health Group is starting some workshops on aged care

and the group has got Paul Fage coming up from the Wellington Free Ambulance

and  Natasha Goff from Access Regional Clinic Manager.

Also just to make sure you put in a submission in on Maclean park as there is some

equipment for older people in the draft however it is close to the road.

Mayme:  Mayme wants to start an aquafit jogging class for stroke and disabled

people. In February’s meeting Mayme talked about having falls prevention

programme after having 4 falls within 4 months. Mayme’s last fall was falling on a

concrete path outside her home and she pressed her medic alarm 4 times in an hour

however freedom alarms didn’t have enough ambulances at the time but they had

the sense to ring the retirement village’s wellness clinic.

Mayme rang the aquatic as a regular user to help her with her stroke/disabled needs

and it turns out she was put through to Kerry Granshaw who had many accolades

and qualifications. Kerry has had a spinal operation and appreciates the need of

regular fitness that promotes well-being and she understands the challenges stroke

and disabled swimmers feel. After 3 lessons with Kerry, Mayme feels she is

swimming with greater confidence and exercising better, with her centre of balance

much improvedand Mayme hasn’t  had any falls recently.

Kerry and Mayme recently met with the recently appointed CEO of Kāpiti Stroke

Central Lee Parnold looking to establish aquafit jogging for stroke and disabled

swimmers and talked about the search for funding. Mayme said stroke is the third

largest killer in New Zealand - about 2500 people every year - and about 10% deaths

of stroke occur in people under the age of 65. Stroke is a serious cause of major

adult disability in New Zealand there is an estimated 60,000 stroke survivors in New

Zealand. The good news is that Strokes are preventable and that stroke recovery



can continue throughout life.  Mayme was grateful for the opportunities she has been

given.

Jenny Glen: Talked about her holiday. She also said people are just putting their

rubbish into rubbish bins as they can’t afford the rising prices of rubbish bins. There

is need for education  about rubbish

Beverly Lucan: Beverly said a senior park in Karori is magnificent - it’s wide and

most people can use the equipment and there is always someone using it.

She also suggested putting something in the local newspaper saying “Please do not

park on the footpath.”

Cr Janet Holborow:  Janet will look into the senior park and that parking on the

footpath if you do see it please report it; maybe we do need something else to make

sure they stop. Education is at the bottom of the pyramid and Bruce Johnson, the

road health and safety advisor, likes to educate people before giving them

infringements.

The Maclean park submission that has gone out is a management plan not a

development plan although it does have options to develop it for future plans and

that regarding the annual plan and LTP processes and that we are getting too close

to our debt ceiling. The challenge is that our goals to be achievable and affordable -

part of that is looking at what needs to happen now and why does it need to be

immediately.

Janet also attended the Local Government New Zealand conference and not once

did they talk about demographic change

Dermot Whelan: Age concern has a course programme for older people and one of

them is called fitness and fun - for strength, agility and balance. It is run between

10:15 and 11 o’clock three times a week on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and

aimed at the over 65s. Itt is run at snap fitness at 144 Kapiti Road and they get

subsidies from the Ministry of Health so therefore people only have to pay $3 a time.

Each class is 45 minutes and made up of 20 stations and they are varying different

degrees of difficulty.

Margaret Doogan: Just there to say that her service is available

Suzanne Deadman: Parking is horrendous on Ruapehu Street and Redwood Close

and you have to go on the road which is dangerous.

Suzanne enjoyed the news of the fitness from Dermot from Age Concern and there

is confusion between the two stroke offices in Paraparaumu and Otaki and the

workshops need better advertising.

Anne Schumacher wanted to be here for next month’s for the collection for

Alzheimer’s and would be grateful to have volunteers



Karyn Crocker: The woman’s institute are busy knitting twiddle muffs    

for people with Alzheimer’s. Karyn has knitted 30 of them so far.

Sue Emirali: Sue and Bruce Johnson attended the Living Streets Aotearoa

Conference. It was about footpath etiquette and the laws around it.

On the hospital petition: there is over 11,000 signatures which is 22% of the

population in Kāpiti which the MP’s cannot ignore especially in an election year. The

ambulance service did over 7000 transfers last year . A cardiologist proved that only

half of the people that come in with chest pains are having a cardiac event. Many of

the 40,000 out patients here in Kāpiti that go into Wellington and Kenepuru don’t

need to. The chamber of commerce has agreed to come on board because for

example if you are taking an elderly relative you have to take the whole day off work.

Barbara Niccol: Went on the northern explorer in Auckland and said it was terrible -

one toilet didn’t work the other didn’t have any toilet roll.

The roundabout in Raumati tokk too long to fix

Sonya Sloan: Great work on the hospital petition. In Paraparaumu there was a

power cut and it was off for considerable time and a woman had fallen. She had

pressed her medic alarm with  no response. Sonya rang both freedom alarms and

Bupa alarms who said their alarms had a battery backup. Someone said you need

the old fashioned telephone and the Vodafone system was down for 4 days.

Sarah Biddiscombe:  Previously worked for St John medical alarms and alarms

won’t go down if the power is out however if the Vodafone network goes down then

the medic alarm will not work. There are new medic alarms that use both networks

Jan Reid: More support for people with Alzheimer’s. She was shocked about the

Railway saying she had done that journey and she volunteers with the excursion

tours to make sure everything works.

Sarah Biddiscombe: On behalf of Naomi (who had to leave early) from Volunteer

Kāpiti and that they are always there and in need of volunteers and they are located

where spark use to be.

Next Meeting: Wednesday August 30th 




